Demand Affidavit
Denial of Jurisdiction
Rejection of Clark County's Claim and Tax Lien Against this
Sovereign and His Property

To:
Doug Lasher d.b.a. Clark County Treasurer for the Corporation of Clark County.
POBox 5000
Vancouver, Washington 98666-5000

From:
david a. darby Sovereign Natural Born Free man
POBox 772
Amboy, Washington
[Non-Domestic Zip Exempt]

Re: Alleged Clark County Tax Lien
1. Statement of Facts
Comes now Flesh and Blood Sovereign free man david a. darby in his natural
born status, to deny that Doug Lasher has the Authority and Jurisdiction to
tax Patented Land. Only sovereigns have the right to own their own land.
This is due to the fact that david a. darby cancelled the contract between the
CORPORATION OF THE UNITED STATES and the \VASHINGTON
STATE CORPORATION, which includes the CORPORATION OF CLARK
COUNTY. There are no circumstances that the private corporation of
CLARK COUNTY, the private corporation of WASHINGTON STATE, or
any private government agency would have jurisdiction over david a. darby, a
flesh and blood individual, without a\vet ink signed contract between david a.
darby and any private corporation. There is no contract between david a.
darby and any Government C"orporation, therefore no corporate CLARK
COUNTY jurisdiction.
By law, this matter should not have moved forward because the question of Jurisdiction has not
be proven by Doug Lasher acting as treasurer of the CORORATION OF CLARK COUNTY or
any government official local or state. This Demand Affidavit of Distress of Jurisdiction is
submitted to you Doug Lasher so that you will have only one question to answer. You have
already been served the Criminal Complaint MC12-5000BHS that was filed in Federal District
court in Tacoma, Washington, which the court chose not to hear.
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You have been misinformed about that complaint. Once the Federal Judge chose not to hear the
Criminal Complaint, the case defaulted into the Law of Commerce. You can disregard what I
am telling you at your own peril. But, in International Commercial Law (Jewish Laws of
Commerce over 6000 years old) you are dishonoring the rules of Commerce. You are not above
the Laws of Commerce. The Criminal Complaint converted to a Lien after 90 days, since you
did not rebut it point by point. The lien is mature and ready to be collected. You should have
read it in its entirety. No judge or attorney can stop its completion. I know that laws have been
put in place to stop non consensual liens, but this is a Consensual Lien defined as follows: A
Consensual Public Wealth Rebate Commercial "Lien'tis based upon an Oath and Compensation
and Service-Consensual Tax Contract. Therefore, the laws that have been placed against Liens
are null and void against this type of lien. You are now going to be held responsible for the
unlawful laws that you have continued to follow.
Doug Lasher, you have been submitted many affidavits in the past few months and have not
answered one. By not answering any of them, including the Criminal Complaint, you have
dishonored yourself and me in the process. Here is the power of the affidavit as explained in
Am. Jur. = American Jurisprudence (3 Am. Jur. 2d Affidavits § 20) "The courts must accept
an affidavit as true if it is uncontradicted by a counter-affidavit or other evidentiary
materials."
Notice that American Jurisprudence says that the Court MUST accept an
unrebutted affidavit as truth. You have no case, because you have not answered one of the
affidavits that I have presented to you.
The Supreme Court ofthe United States has ruled many times on this subject.

Statement of Facts
Proof of The Government Corporations
The UNITED STATES is a privately held corporation. See the Incorporation act of 1871.
Constitutional Corporation of the UNITED STATES as indicated by the Duns & Bradstreet
Number 16-190-6193, the corporate STATE OF WASHINGTON, DUNS© Number 07-9248936, listed as privately owned; the corporate JUDICIARY COURTS OF THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON, DUNS© #79-053-1545, listed as privately owned; the corporate STATE
PATROL VI/ASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF, DUNS© #94-560-7737, listed as
privately owned; nor the corporate ATTORN!2.Y GENERAL WASHINGTON STATE OFFICE
OF, DUNS© # 61-756-9314, owned by corporation with DUNS© # 079248936, listed as
privately owned. It goes on and on including the corporation of CLARK COUNTY.
~

As has been stated before, CLARK COUNTY AND WASHINGTON STATE are privately held
corporations. Therefore, they are not constitutional in nature. A Constitutional and a corporate
government are mutually exclusive. Only one can be in power at a time. The corporations were
put into place unconstitutionally, therefore the Corporations have to lie and commit fraud on the
people to keep themselves in unlawful power. The main problem of the corporate government is
that it must support the Constitutions that it swears an oath to support.
The corporate government has a big problem to be legal. Since, they are not constitutional in
nature; they are corporations and private in nature. Therefore, since they are private in nature the
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corporations must have contracts with all the sovereigns of this state and the country before they
can have jurisdiction over them and treat them as corporate slaves. CLARK COUNTY must
prove that they have private jurisdiction over the sovereign individual before the corporation can
remove Constitutional rights that are guarantees pursuant to the 1787 Constitution for the United
States of America and the 1878 Constitution of the State of Washington, Eminent Domain
Article 2, section 3. "The people of the state, in their right of sovereignty, are declared to
possess the ultimate property in and to all lands within the jurisdiction of the state, and all lands,
the title to which shall fail from a defect of heirs, shall revert or escheat to the state." CLARK
COUNTY does not have a wet ink signature contract to demand any type of jurisdiction over
david a. darby. All of the above has been proven in the unrebutted Criminal Complaint
Affidavit, therefore in the eyes of the law, it now stands as the truth.
In the corporation anyone that does not know his rights will be considered a corporate citizen
unless the sovereign officially denies the corporation's jurisdiction. This is where the phrase
"Ignorance of the law is no excuse." In this case it the CLARK COUNTY TREASURER is
acting as if he is ignorant of the law of the constitution or they are pretending ignorance to be
able to commit the fraud on the sovereigns.
The CORPORATE CLARK COUNTY elected officials and judges have a big problem, and that
problem is that they have all given a Blood Oath that they will each independently support the
Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of the State of Washington. The said
officers have a conundrum, they are telling the people that they are acting constitutionally when
in fact they are acting as a private corporation and constitutional law does not apply to what the
court and county officials do. I, David A. Darby natural born sovereign freeman, accept your
oath and hold you, Doug Lasher, responsible for any harm done to me. This includes the
unlawful lien on my land and possibly the unlawful confiscation of my land for taxes. I expect
to be treated as a constitutional individual pursuant the 1787 Constitution for the United States of
America and to Article 2, Section 3 of the 1878 Constitution of the State of Washington. As of
now Ihave officially accepted your Blood Oaths of office and demand my constitutional rights
under the Supreme Law of the land, the 1787 Constitution of the United States of America and
the attached Bill of Rights. I also state for the record that I am a party to the 1787 Constitution
for the United States of America and the 1878 Constitution of the State of Washington.

Affidavit of Fact
Proof of-Sovereignty
All points not denied and properly reb'iltted shall stand as being confessed / affirmed, by such
default, and shall be accepted as dispositive, conclusive facts by accused/defendants and/or other
properly delegated authority, who had the opportunity and "failed to plead." [See the following:
"The courts must accept an affidavit as true if it is uncontradicted by a counter-affidavit or
other evidentiary materials." 3 Am. Jur. 2d Affidavits § 20 (Am. Jur. = American
Jurisprudencej] .
All counter-affidavits (rebuttals) must be signed with the valid legal name of the respondent and
properly notarized. Fictitious or incomplete names of respondents or those not containing
complete lawful first, middle, last names and valid address, shall not constitute a valid response
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because they are not properly "authenticated". (Constitution Article IV § I - authenticated by full
faith and credit)

Since the corporation OF CLARK COUNTY claims to not know david a. darby by ignoring all
previous documents to the contrary, I will present the evidence again that I have taken to secure.
my release from the CORPORATION OF THE UNITED STATES all the way down to the
CORPORATION OF WASHINGTON STATE and all corporate counties and cities in
WASHINGTON STATE. The following is proof of Sovereignty.
A. Clark County Superior Court document #082 {)2745 1 "Titled Notice of Termination of
Social Security Agreement and Declaration of State Citizenship Affidavit and Demand".
The above Affidavit terminates the document that the FEDERAL CORPORATION OF
THE UNITED STATES uses as a fraudulent means to make all citizens corporate slave
to the corporation. Once terminated, the FEDERAL CORPORATION, ALL STATE
CORPORATIONS AND ALL COUNTY CORPORATIONS do not have any
jurisdiction over individuals with sovereign status. Therefore, since the blanket authority
has been terminated, each individual has to entice a sovereign individual to sign a local
corporate contract.
B. See Affidavit of Criminal Complaint Federal Case #MC 12-5000BHS. This lays out the
history and the use of the 1878 Constitution of the State of Washington. Since, the
Governor, the Lt. Governor, the Secretary of State, the Attorney General, and all of the
WASHINGTON STATE SUPREME court judges treated a lawful Constitutional
Affidavit with Dishonor and did not rebut the Affidavit with an affidavit of their own; it
now stands as the truth in any court.
\

Statements of Law
Court cases that all have reinforced the Jurisdictional

Challenge

a. The issue of Jurisdiction. When jurisdiction is not squarely challenged it is
presumed to exist ...In the courts there is no meaningful opportunity to challenge
jurisdiction, as the court merely proceeds summarily. However once jurisdiction
has been challenged in the courts, it becomes the responsibility of the plaintiff to
assert and prove said jurisdiction .. Burks v. Lasker, 441 US 471 & U.S v.
Grimaud 220 US 506, Hagans v. Lavine, 415 US 533 as mere good faith
assertions of power have been abolished. Owens v. City of Independence, 1{)0
SCt, 1398, 1980.
""~.
b. In regard to courts of inferior jurisdiction, "if the record does not show upon its
face the facts necessary to give jurisdiction, they will be presumed not to have
existed." Norman v. Zieber, 3 Or at 202-03·
c. "When a judge acts where he or she does not have jurisdiction to act, the judge is
engaged in an act or acts of treason."US v Will, 449 US 200,216, 101 S Ct, 471,
66 LEd2nd 392, 406 (1980) Cohens V Virginia, 19 US (6 Wheat) 264, 404,
5LEd 257 (1821)
d. "The law provides that once State and Federal jurisdiction has been challenged, it
must be proven. "_Main v. Thiboutot, 100 S. Ct. 2502 (1980).
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e. "Once jurisdiction is challenged, it must be proven. "Hagens v. Lavine, 415 U.S.
533.
f. Fraud in its elementary common law sense of deceit ... includes the deliberate
concealment of material information in a setting of fiduciary obligation. A public
official is a fiduciary toward the public, ... and if he deliberately "Concealsmaterial
information from them he is guilty of fraud. McNally v. U.S., 483 U.S. 350, 371372, Quoting U.S. v Holzer, 816 F.2d. 304, 307
g. "Where there is absence of jurisdiction, all administrative and judicial
proceedings are a nullity and confer no right, offer no protection, and afford no
justification, and may be rejected upon direct collateral attack." Thompson v.

Tolmie,2 Pet. 157, 7 L.Ed. 381; Griffith v. Frazier, 8 Cr. 9, 3L. Ed. 471.
h. "N 0 sanctions can be imposed absent proof of jurisdiction." Standard v. Olsen,

74 S. Ct. 768; Title 5 U.S.C., Sec. 556 and 558 (b).
"The "willful" qualifications fully protect one whose refusal is made in good faith
and upon grounds which entitle him to the judgment of the court before obedience
is compelled
"
FEDERAL POWER COMMISSIONS v.
METROPOLITAN EDISON CO.,
304 U.S.375 at 387
(emphasis added)

In any case of Just doubt, an individual with such doubt may rely upon thegreater
authority and that greater authority in this case is the United States Supreme Court rulings
and statements. I am obedient to the lawful and just laws of this great nation under God,
and I am not an enemy of the government or its various departments and agencies. I am
not knowingly in violation of any laws. Where do I learn this? I quote:
"The individual may stand upon his constitutional rights as a citizen.
He is entitled to carry on his private business in his own way. His power to
contract is unlimited. He owes no duty to the state or to his neighbors to divulge
his business, or open his doors to an investigation, so far as it may tend to
incriminate him. He owes no such duty to the state, since he receives nothing
there from, beyond the protection of his life and property,
he owes nothing to
the public so long as he does not trespass upon their rights
":
HALE v. HENKEL,
201 U.S. 43 at. 74-75. (1906)

Pursuant to the above - for me to have trespassed upon any of the public there must be an
injured person or party. In this maiter I am the only injured party and that upon fraud,
abuse and coercion by exercise of sheer power. I further state my case with quotes from
the United States Supreme Court:
"Once jurisdiction is challenged, it must be proven."
HAGENS v. LAVINE, 415 U.S.
533, Note 3.
"Where rights secured by the Constitution are involved, there can be no
.
rule making or legislation which would abrogate them. "
MIRANDA v. ARIZONA, 384 U.S.
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436,491.
"The exercise of a constitutionally guaranteed right can not be converted into a
crime."
MILLER v. U.S., 230 R.
2nd 486. at 489.
"If the provision [regulation] had no other purpose or effect than to chill the
assertion of constitutional rights by penalizing those who choose to exercise them,
then it would be patently unconstitutional."
UNITED STATES v. JACKSON, 2D
L. Ed. 2d. 138 at 147.
I do fear 'my government', and this response is not to be construed as acbaUenge to your
power which is greatly feared and respected. The purpose here is to make claim and lawful
demand for my Constitutional protections from an over reaching government authority
threatening to do me harm and I continue to quote the Supreme Court:
"Whatever might be said of Congress' objectives, they cannot be pursued by
means that needlessly chill the exercise of basic constitutional rights.
Cf. United States v. Robel, 389 U.S. 258 19 L ed 2d 508,88 S Ct 419;
Shelton v. Tucker, 364 U.S. 479, 488-489, 5 Led 2d 231, 237-238,81 S
Ct 247. The question is not whether the chilling effect is "incidental"
rather than intentional; The question is whether that effect is unnecessary
and therefore excessive."
(underlines are mine)
UNITED STATES v. JACKSON.
390 US 570. 20 LEd 2d 138,88 S Ct 1209
"Decency, security, and liberty alike demand that government officials shall be
subject to the same rules of conduct that are commands to the citizen. In a
government of laws, existence of the government will be imperiled if it fails to
observe the law scrupulously. Our government is the potent, the omnipresent,
teacher. For good or for ill, it teaches the whole people by its example. Crime is
contagious. If the government becomes a law-breaker, it breeds contempt for the
law; it invites every man to become a law unto himself; it invites anarchy. To
declare that in the administration of the criminal law the end justifies the means-to
declare that the government may commit crimes in order to secure the conviction
of a private criminal-would bring terrible retribution. Against that pernicious
doctrine this court should resolutely set its face."
OLMSTEAD v. UNITED STATES,
277 U.S. 944 at 485
"It has become axiomatic that '[pjrecision of regulation must be the touchstone in
an area so closely touching our most precious freedoms'. "
UNITED STATES v. ROBLE,
19 L. Ed. 2d. 508 at 515
Through the Creator God, I am a person committed to His Righteousness with an Integrity
that will not permit me to knowingly participate in a wrong, regardless of the benefits
derived to myself, a friend or loved one. I will not knowingly look for or use "loop-holes"
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or "bend" the rules or truth to fit my needs. I accept, my obligations in life as from God,
and perform them as my n••• duty to fear God and keep His Commandments." (Eccl.12:13)
It would appear that I am not alone in my personal allegiance to God, for inCongress,
(from thejloor of the House recorded in volume 45 at pgs 2512 and 2513) Mr. Moon of
Tennessee talks about our country, its government, and it's Constitution, from which I
quote here in part:
You had no constitution upon which a republic could survive for a century
until the immortal Jefferson and his compeers charged their souls with God-like
spirit to heave a tottering nation once again up to glory, and had passed the first
ten amendments to the Federal Constitution. In these are the renewed faith, the
hope of human government and human happiness. There you find the
declarations that make real Constitution and determine the purposes of this
government; there you learn the lesson that the Federal Government while
supreme within the sphere of it's jurisdiction is but a half sovereign; there you
learn that the state government while supreme within the sphere of its
constitutional powers is but a half sovereign; there you learn, too, of the
inalienable rights of the people not delegated to any government. This trinity of
rights-federal, state, and individual-is the consummation of a system at once the
most unique, free, and powerful in the history of human governments. The
exercise separately but in unison of these powers makes a complete sovereignty .
... Mr. Chairman, one third, perhaps, of mankind believes in the doctrine of the
Nazarene .... There may at last be union and oneness with God. The vast numbers
of the earth believe in the immutable laws of nature and that nature is God and
that God is love. Strike down the faith of a people, if you will, and the world will
move back to the darkness of medieval ages .... So, too, in the affairs of a nation.
This Republic was builder on the foundation of equality. It was built and
maintainedthat truth and justice and liberty might not perish. It knows no law
above the sublime individuality and power of its citizenship regulated and
controlled by its Constitution. It knows no sovereign save that of the common
citizen. [Applause] (emphasis added)
II •••

II

I further quote Chief Justice -Ioha MarshaUalong this same line:
"... I have always thought, from my earliest youth till now, that the greatest
scourge an angry Heaven ever inflicted upon an ungrateful and a sinning people
were an ignorant, a corrupt, or a dependent judiciary.
Chief Justice John Marshall as quoted in
EVANS v. GORE, 253 U.S.245 at 251:
II

The above quotation from the floor of Congress is very clear. That speech and the
responsive applause, shows that Congress, as well as the Supreme Court, recognizes the
limitations of the power of Congress. Any power not granted to Congress certainly cannot
be granted to its creations; those creations being all other branches of government and/or
their policies notwithstanding. And in that speech it is recognized that our Government is
made up of three separate but partial Sovereigns. None of those sovereigns are complete in
themselves but all three, working together for the common good of this Nation right down
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to the individual, becomes" A" Sovereign. The common good, that we are working
together to achieve, is identified and protected by and through our Constitution.
To that
end I strive, as I submit to and commit myself with personal knowledge of and relationship
with that living God, through Jesus Christ and His Holy Spirit, the same spoken of in said
speech, supra.
I have sovereign rights without the scope of government and those rights are protected by
the 1787 Constitution for the United States of America, and the Supreme Court created
there from; to that I make claim for my protection in this matter.
I have, by Institutional design, been deceived by UN-Constitutional
practices of
Constitutional authorities, operating under color of law, into submitting myself to a
jurisdiction which I did not then and do not now belong, nor was I ever required to belong.
I no longer voluntarily submit to that jurisdiction, Lawful service is required.

Quotations from the Supreme Court in further support:
"A state may not impose a charge for the enjoyment of a right granted by the
Federal Constitution." MUDOCK v. PENNSYLVANIA. 319 U.S. 105 p 113.
(1943)
"[E]ven the war power does not remove constitutional limitations safeguarding
essential liberties." HOME BLDG. & LOAN ASSN. v. BLAISDELL,290 U.S.
398,476, 78 Led 413,422,54 S Ct 231,89 ALR 1481 (1934) as quoted in
UNITED STATES v. ROBELS, 389 U.S. 258, 19 LEd 2d 508.88 S Ct 419.

16 .AM JUR2D

177,178:

The general rule is that an unconstitutional
statute, though having the form and name of
law, is in reality no law, but is wholly void, and ineffective for any purpose;
Since an unconstitutional
law is void, the general principles follow that it imposes no
duties, confers no rights, creates no office, bestows no power or authority on anyone,
affords no protection, and justifies no acts performed under it;
No one is bound to obey an unconstitutional law, and no courts are bound to enforce it;
An unconstitutional
insofar as a statute
thereby; the general
one. It is said that
of the law excuses
does so at his peril

law cannot operate to supersede any existing valid law. Indeed,
runs counter to the Fundamental Law ofthe Land, it is superseded
rule is that an unconstitutional
act of the Legislature protects no
all persons are presumed to know the law, meaning that ignorance
no one; if any ,person acts under an unconstitutional
statute, he
and must take the consequences.

Demand Affidavit
I, david a. darby, Natural born sovereign free man Demand that the CORPORATE
CLARK COUNTY produce a wet ink signature on a contract that gives
CORPORATE CLARK COUNTY the jurisdiction to tax and confiscate my
property. They have not produced a wet ink signature contract giving the
CORPORATION
OF CLARK COUNTY jurisdiction over this sovereign. You
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bave 21 days te eomply with the demands of this affidavit. After 21 days has passed
and you have not answered the above affidavit, you have admitted by default that
you do not have jurisdiction and have been acting unlawfully against the
Constitution for the United States of America and the 1878 Constitution of the State
of Washington.
I, david a. darby, Natural born sovereign freeman Demand that the CORPORATE
CLARK COUNTY return all of the tax money that it has extorted from me unlawfully
during the years that I have lived here.
!,david a. darby, Demand that Doug Lasher address all correspondence to the sovereign
david a. darby. The Fictitious DAVID A. DARBY is a creation of the CORPORATION
to
fraudulently make david a. darby believe that DAVID A. DARBY is the same person. AU
correspondence will be returned if addressed to DAVID A. DARBY.
VERIFICATION
Plaintiff reserves the right to amend this document if necessary, in order that the truth be more
fully and certainly ascertained and justly determined.
1/ we amJare personally appearing before Notary, and giving written and by spoken oath
affirming, that the following is true, correct, materially complete, and not misleading to the best
of my / our knowledge and belief, under my/our own commercial liability. So help me God.

!itfj

Dated this
20~,

&-

day of

(\

1

1-308 Reservation

(J~

h

,A.D.

C/)

II

~.:.Q d,~

Sign Here:

uce

~

~

of Rights without Prejudice

Signed: ~:,LU~~~~""""""-~~~'::::J----David A. Darby
POBox 772
Amboy, Washington
[Non-Domestic Zip Exempt]
) s.s.:
[COUNTY]

~'">...fL.k_

On this 2> 0

~

'ell

fA

)

day of l~",kQ.-D

D

b'--AI

C\ \..-.-

2012. appears before me personally

and executes the forgoing instrument

and acknowledges it to be his free act and deed.

CL::>~ ~

My Commission Expires:

Notary Public
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Affidavit of Fact
Commercial

Processes Defined by the Bill of Rights

The s" Amendment of the Constitution for the United States of America determines the legitimate
grounds for passing through the portals of the courthouse and for using the tax-financed court.
All processes in Commerce are legislated, judicated (adjudicated), and executed, challenged, rebutted,
and consummated by the parties in Commerce within the realm of Economics, labor, contracts,
surety, credit, liens, distresses and honorable combat by reason-all without the Courts.
Only those processes belong in the tax-fmanced court which will not be resolved without libel,
slander, violence, dueling, human sacrifice through mortal combat, double jeopardy, self destruction,
adverse possession or eminent domain.
The first four Amendments (1-4) of the Bill of Rights keep Commerce on the streets, outside of the
courts and out of the public tax coffers.
The second four Amendments (5-8) of the Bill of Rights keep violence off the streets al'!-dunder the
control of government.
The last two Amendments (9-10) guarantee that all persons shall have a remedy by law, either natural
law or social law (Commercial Law).
The First Amendment

protects Truth by Affidavit.

The Second Amendment protects Citizens acting under the First Amendment from government
retaliation against witnesses.
The Third Amendment keeps the agents of government from holding a potluck dinner wherever its
agents want to.
The Fourth Amendment protects the public from a government, which takes from its Citizens by
bearing false witness.
The Fifth Amendment is intended to keep the courthouse doors closed against the capricious and
unlawful use of public tax money, and, for example, prohibits and outlaws the priv::lte use of its
facilities by an organized labor union known as the Bar Association.
The Sixth Amendment provides a method of maintaining the commercial continuity of the nation
while at the same time it prevents the government from converting the courthouse into a profitable
commercial enterprise, a witch hunting institution, a public slaughterhouse, and a political genocide
institution.
The Seventh Amendment provides and guarantees a method of accessing public wisdom and
sensibility to establish the fair market value of commercial controversies, injuries, and violations.
The Eighth
It demands
known that
absolutely.
corruption.

Amendment forbids g'~~ernment to terrorize the public to assert government's will.
that the punishment of crimes be proportional to the degree of public offense. It is well
all governments rule by force, that power corrupts, and that absolute power corrupts
Therefore the Eighth Amendment is provided and serves to limit the expansion of

The Ninth Amendment

allows the Citizen to create a remedy by Affidavit.

The Tenth Amendment
remedy.

empowers the same Citizen to exercise an un-rebutted
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choice of

